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The emergence of new media putted a great impact on the historical process of 
modern China. The "public space" which was created by Journalist, editors and other 
media workers through newspapers, was a major feature of modern China. The rich 
information in modern newspapers and the tie between the general audience and the 
newspapers, were the performance of the public mood of the time. All the mood of the 
society and public opinion ,such as uneasy, anger, expectations, radical and stable, 
compromise and reason were all revealed in the newspaper headlines in the age of 
transition.To some extent, the text and public reactions provided the legalization of 
political participation that allowed any wrong political action to become a kind of 
people's struggle.This effect was more specially obvious in the beginning of the 
Republic of China, especially when the country needed to make an important decision. 
In that case, the sense that the newspapers should be involved in this politics will be 
more intense.The central issue discussed in this paper was to show the facts that how 
to express and acknowledged the Shanghai Peace Conference of 1919 as a historical 
event in the newspapers, especially in he "Yishibao" as one of four major newspapers 
at the time. And how the event to be presented?How to be discussed?And how this 
discussion to play a role in the process of this meeting ?The purpose of this paper is 
not only to be a political event research which is limited to a case study, but also to a 
try to sort out a a kind of mind which we all took it for granted for a long time ,and 
attached to the ideology and view of our history. So that we should give up the 
conclusion which refers to a simple, single-phase, linear view of history. such as the 
Paris Peace Conference of 1919 is contributed to the failure of Chinese diplomacy and 
cause the radical wave of the May Fourth Movement. At the same time we have to 
retort: why it was often ignored by the narrator of our history? 
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